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1) Have any data been collected for this study already?

No, no data have been collected for this study yet.

2) What's the main question being asked or hypothesis being tested in this study?

The present study was designed for exploratory purposes and future hypotheses generation, therefore we do not provide nor test any pre-specified

hypotheses. 

The main aim is to map people’s experiences of the current coronavirus pandemic. We further want to gain better understanding of people’s reactions

towards the pandemic by their socio-demographic and personal characteristics, psychological distance and by a potential connection to their

environmentalism and relationship with nature. Thus, we will assess consumers perceptions, opinions and lay theories of the coronavirus pandemic,

consumers activities, and draw relations to their characteristics, experienced psychological distance towards the virus and pandemic, and personal

attitudes towards the environment, nature and sustainable consumption behavior.

3) Describe the key dependent variable(s) specifying how they will be measured.

We will measure the following variables: Positive and negative associations and perceptions of the coronavirus, perceived threat of the pandemic to self,

others and environment, perceived causes of the pandemic, perceived self-efficacy and intention to act, adaptation of recommended behavioral measures

during the pandemic times, perceived social, geographical, temporal and hypothetical distance towards the pandemic, future orientation, activities people

engage in, social media use, lay (supernatural) beliefs about the coronavirus, environmental identity centrality and salience, environmental self-identity,

sustainable consumption behaviors and choices, connectedness with nature, power perception of nature, impression management and desirability, and

demographic variables.

4) How many and which conditions will participants be assigned to?

There are no experimental conditions or manipulations included.

5) Specify exactly which analyses you will conduct to examine the main question/hypothesis.

To analyze the data, we will use descriptive methods, then correlations and multiple regression analyses.

6) Describe exactly how outliers will be defined and handled, and your precise rule(s) for excluding observations.

We will exclude participants based on the following criteria – not finishing the whole study, not passing an attention check implemented in the study and if

they indicate to “not include their data”.

7) How many observations will be collected or what will determine sample size? No need to justify decision, but be precise about exactly how the

number will be determined.

We plan to collect the data of 500 participants in the form of an online survey. The target sample size was chosen as most appropriate, in consideration to

the exploratory nature of the current research, exclusion criteria and resources.

8) Anything else you would like to pre-register? (e.g., secondary analyses, variables collected for exploratory purposes, unusual analyses planned?)

Nothing else to pre-register.
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